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The Wadding Circle and the History of Political Thought
Ian Campbell, Queen’s University Belfast.
The purpose of this essay is to establish the status quaestionis on the relationship between Luke
Wadding’s circle of friends and collaborators, and the history of political discourse or political theory.
Thanks to the pioneering studies of Canice Mooney and Patrick Corish, recently reinforced by Clare
Carroll, the fundamental elements of Wadding’s relationship to Irish politics now seem relatively
clear. During the 1640s, Wadding sought Catholic victory in Ireland, within the framework of Stuart
sovereignty. But the theology which Wadding and his colleagues at Rome taught and printed also
took up a range of positions on wider political matters. One of Wadding’s most important scholarly
allies, John Punch, explored natural law and positive law, the rights of princes and the rights of
parents, the private lives of slaves and indeed the problem of holy war itself. Nevertheless, the
modern liberal sceptic, who sees the political category as inherently secular, might ask whether real
political discourse, and the discussion of truly political theories, could take place within the Wadding
circle, or whether the notion of ascribing political theory to these seventeenth-century theologians
might be entirely anachronistic. It will be argued here that it is indeed possible to identify truly
political theories of human life within wider Christian theologies such as those taught at the College
of St Isidore. The question nonetheless remains a worthwhile one because the theory of religious
war taught by Punch in St Isidore’s during the 1640s was so radical as to place the Christian category
of the political itself under strain.
Neither the practical political positions nor the political theories of Irish Catholic churchmen have
attracted the sustained attention of those Irish historians standing in the liberal tradition, searching
for the seeds of a distinctively Irish secularism buried deep in the unpromising soil of the
seventeenth century. For example, Aidan Clarke’s elegant study of the Old English in Ireland
explored the historical irony of the adhesion of this group of Catholics, born in Ireland, to the English
and unionist cause on the island. Clarke argued that the majority of the Old English were content to
exist in a state of divided loyalty between pope and king in the early seventeenth century, and
treated ecclesiastical intellectuals like Wadding as largely unimportant but occasionally disruptive
outliers. Wadding and his kind, wrote Clarke, had left Ireland when very young, and their continental
education and Roman experiences had equipped them very poorly to understand the balance of
loyalties which was so important to their Old English relatives. They were too far away, and had too
little directly at stake, to appreciate all those complications so vital to those still living in Ireland.1
Those scholars, often exceptionally learned, who have stood in Ireland’s Catholic and nationalist
tradition of history-writing, have found Wadding problematic for quite different reasons. On the one
hand, Wadding possessed many of the attributes of a great Irishman, and indeed a great Irish
Franciscan; on the other hand he was the agent of the Supreme Council of the Catholic Confederates
of Ireland at Rome, at a time when the papal nuncio accredited to that confederation
excommunicated most of its leadership. This excommunication split the Irish Catholic Church into
what looked very like its old medieval components of the church among the English and the church
among the Irish. It was difficult to paint this as a positive moment in the unfolding of the Irish
national spirit and the development of the modern Irish nation. What was more, Wadding was
peripherally implicated in a ham-fisted attempt by friars aligned to, if not instructed by, the
Protestant James Butler, earl, marquis, and later duke of Ormond, to split the Irish Franciscan
1
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province in two. These were the concerns that prompted the Franciscan linguist and historian, Fr.
Canice Mooney, to entitle his 1957 study of Waddings politics ‘Was Luke Wadding a Patriotic
Irishman?’.2 This was the first essay in a collection edited by the friars of the Franciscan house of
studies, Dún Mhuire, for the three hundredth anniversary of Wadding’s death. While Mooney’s title
might have been provocative, there was nothing philistine about his study; he was a highly skilled
and cosmopolitan scholar whose entry in the Dictionary of Irish Biography describes a fruitful
academic career. Drawing on the archives in Simancas, Dublin, and Rome, as well as the widest
range of printed materials, Mooney subjected even the most severe contemporary accusations
against Wadding to sober analysis, all carefully placed in the context of the changing relationships
among the European powers. Some of these accusations were strange and extreme: a memorandum
submitted to the Spanish Council of State in 1656 by Francis Magruairk accused Wadding of
practising very advanced forms of black magic (including the use of familiar spirits, weather magic,
and prophecy). Somewhat more conventional were the accusations advanced by the authors of the
Commentarius Rinuccinianus, Richard O’Ferrall and Robert O’Connell. They claimed that from 1646
Wadding had undermined the papal nuncio, GianBattista Rinuccini, in Rome, and betrayed
confidential information about his nunciature to those who favoured an ignoble and heretical
accommodation with the marquis of Ormond and Stuart royal power. Mooney carefully defused the
greater number of the accusations developed by O’Ferrall and O’Connell, explaining Wadding’s
actions, and occasional misjudgements, through his generally consistent belief that there was no
practical alternative to Stuart monarchy in Ireland, that the condition of the Irish church would have
to be improved within that framework, and that (here Wadding differed from the Ormondists) this
improvement would have to be radical and entirely congruent with Roman orthodoxy. Mooney
capped this with a subtle and yet still accessible treatment of what it might have meant to be a
patriotic Irishman in the seventeenth century. Mooney, broadly committed to a nationalist
teleology, wrote that Wadding was ‘far in advance of most of his fellow Anglo-Irishmen’, but at the
same time warned ‘Let no ardent patriot of today require Luke Wadding, great lover of his country
that he was, to have been an Irish republican, a modern separatist, still less expect him to have been
an inveterate Anglophobe or an irreconcilable enemy of the English crown.’3 Mooney sought to
educate his readers in the traumatic birth of the modern Irish nation, which he held to be a mixture
of ‘two races’, English and Irish.
Patrick Corish’s analysis of Wadding’s political commitments was first broadcast on Radio Éireann on
17 November 1957 and belonged broadly to the same commemorative effort that had prompted
Mooney’s article.4 This was a more chronological and less problem-based account of Wadding’s
interactions with the Confederation. Corish was more openly critical of Rinuccini’s resort to
excommunication in 1648 than Mooney, but his interpretation of Wadding’s role was broadly
similar. On the question of whether Wadding had betrayed the nuncio’s secrets to the Ormondists,
Corish wrote that ‘information given in, say, 1646 or 1647, in the hope of bringing people together,
could, in 1649, when the parties were irreconcilable, be interpreted as evidence of having always
been a party man.’5 Corish’s own nationalism too was similar; he concluded by arguing that Wadding
had seen the future of the Irish nation more clearly than his contemporaries. Waterford, Corish
wrote, had taught Wadding the ‘Anglo-Irish world, Spain and the Franciscans had opened up the old
2
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Gaelic order, all three and Rome especially had shown him the Catholicism of the CounterReformation’, thus equipping Wadding with the three chief sources of the modern Irish nation.6
Clare Carroll’s recent study, Exiles in a Global City, engages in learned dialogue with this earlier
tradition. Carroll offered a study of Wadding’s Annales Minorum (eight volumes printed at Lyons and
Rome between 1625 and 1654) which emphasised the relationship between the national and the
imperial in Waddings history. Carroll described Wadding’s dedications to Spanish noblemen and the
Emperor Ferdinand IV as offering an insight into his conception of the global mission of the
Franciscans and the church as a whole, and argued that Wadding’s account of Ireland could only be
understood in this global framework. Carroll’s overall aim is to argue that Irish nationality was one in
which experiences of exile were formative, thus providing deep cultural resources for the
construction of a liberal, open, and global nation today.
The place that Wadding’s politics enjoy in recent Italian scholarship is rather different. Works like
Paolo Broggio’s La teologia e la politica operate in a historiography grappling with the
confessionalisation thesis, which holds that Christianity made a major contribution to the modern
state, contradicting the conventional Anglophone liberal account in which the establishment of the
modern state was contingent on the Enlightenment's removal of Christianity from politics.7
However, in some variations of this thesis religion itself becomes a mere function of state power – a
means by which elites gained control of populations. Broggio was especially conscious of Bruno
Neveu’s argument that nineteenth century historians of Christianity had felt it necessary to distance
themselves from theology in order to secure their positions in the modern, secular university, which
could result in a history of the Church understood as nothing more than the play of simple material
interests.8 Broggio’s La teologia e la politica thus insists on the interaction of political and theological
elements in doctrinal controversies in Rome in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Luke
Wadding, as both a theologian and a powerful ecclesiastical politician, played an important part in
Broggio’s depiction of the theological context in which the diplomatic and political struggles of the
Spanish monarchy and the Papacy over the Immaculate Conception took place.
Broggio developed this analysis further in an ancillary article which emphasised Wadding’s service to
the Spanish monarchy during initial period in Rome. 9 Wadding had arrived in Rome on 17 December
1618 as a member of the household of Antonio de Trejo, bishop of Cartagena, chosen by King Philip
III of Spain as ambassador extraordinary to press the Roman curia for the final definition of the
Immaculate Conception. For the curia, this embassy constituted an unwarranted secular
interference in a question of purely doctrinal character, properly a papal competence alone. Broggio
argues that Wadding’s account of this embassy, ΠΡΕΣΒΕΙΑ, printed at Louvain in 1624 with the
assistance of Florence Conry, was shot through with Spanish regalism, exalting the unique power of
the king of Spain in ecclesiastical affairs over that of the pope. Broggio argues that both in this book,
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and in a series of other interventions in Rome in the 1620s, Wadding defended the position that
Philip III’s interventions in the spiritual sphere were not anomalous, but rather entirely necessary for
the safeguarding of the Spanish state. Nevertheless, Broggio also insists that during the later 1620s
and into the 1630s Wadding distanced himself from his Spanish regalism and became an
accomplished curialist, frequently defending papal power against its detractors during his service for
the Congregations of Rites, Propaganda Fide, the Holy Office, and the Index, as well as the
commission on Jansenism, and the committees for Irish affairs, and for the reform of the liturgy.
Broggio sees Wadding’s work for the Congregation of the Index as the most important of these
duties in accommodating the Irish friar to Roman norms. Nevertheless, Broggio believed that
Wadding never entirely shed his identity as one of the King of Spain’s servants in Rome.
Wadding’s wider theological commitments, distinct from the bare ecclesiastical politics of the
Immaculate Conception and Jansenism, have not received analysis in this existing scholarly
literature. With regard to Jansenism, there is agreement among scholars like Lucian Ceyssens,
Thomas O’Connor, and Paolo Broggio that Wadding adopted an Augustinian, or at least anti-Jesuit,
position during the early part of the Jansenist controversy, one that was strong enough, combined
with the meddling of King Philip IV, to see him temporarily suspended from the commission on
Jansenism in 1651.10 Nevertheless, we lack a study that describes Wadding’s soteriological
commitments in as much depth as his ecclesiastical-political ones. It is possible to agree with Broggio
that most of Wadding’s prestige in Rome accrued to him from his work as the annalist of the
Franciscans, and Carroll has taken steps to expose the scale and ambition of that effort. But Wadding
was also assigned the task of editing the first Opera Omnia of John Duns Scotus in 1636; a
fourteenth-century theologian who, over the course of the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries, become the Franciscan theologian above all others in the order. It was Scotus who was
thought best suited to help young friars, across most of the Franciscan family, defend their way of
being religious. The Scotus edition that was finally printed at Lyon in 1639 was accompanied by
commentaries composed for the project by Anthony Hickey (Hiqueus), John Punch (Poncius), and
including also commentaries previously published by Aodh Mac Cathmhaoil (Cavellus) and Francesco
Licheto (Lychetus), former minister General of the Observants.11 These long commentaries were not
just explications of Scotus’s text: they were active, and often aggressive, defences of Scotus against
his enemies, especially Dominicans and Jesuits. Moreover, these commentaries adapted thirteenth
and fourteenth theologies to modern circumstances, filing and polishing doctrines so that they
better served the church, or part of the church, in that moment. And these texts and commentaries
offered their readers an account of Scotus’s vision of the nature of human excellence in society, an
account of the relationship between divine law, natural law, and human law, and a treatment of the
rights and responsibilities of princes, families, and the Church. Traditional nationalism will tend to
distract scholars from the study of these important doctrines, because the traditional nationalist will
organise all of Wadding’s political thinking around the problem of the Irish nation, its essence and
development, neglecting wider discussion of the nature of the human political community itself.
Nevertheless, one might argue that it is totally anachronistic to look for ‘political thought’ or
‘political theory’ in these theological works. It could be said that because the worldview of Wadding
and his Roman colleagues knew no secular sphere, all aspects of human life were subordinated to
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religion, and abstracting from their theology a few mentions of earthly kings and kingdoms can yield
only a distorted account of their assumptions, aims, methods and desires, and will tell us nothing
about the wider culture. The essence of this argument is that theologians were not secular and
therefore were not political; they were not modern, did not contribute to or anticipate modernity,
and therefore are unworthy of historical study. In response to arguments of this kind, Annabel Brett
has written that there is no doubt that scholastics like Wadding did think of human life as orientated
towards certain ends, the most important of which was union with God. But, Brett went on, as heirs
to ancient thought about politics, thought which had formed a significant part of their early
educations in the classics, these scholastics were all too aware that humans could conceive of other
purposes and ends to human life apart from God. Those seventeenth century scholastics who
followed Thomas Aquinas were quite clear that humans had valid natural ends, distinct from
supernatural ones, which God wished them to pursue.12 This is the crucial point: a Christian who
believed that humans had natural capacities and natural purposes, found in creation but distinct
from God’s direct gift and God’s direct command, did have a politics. The corollary of this was that a
Christian who believed in the natural human capacity for political life, would also admit that nonChristians, whether pagans or heretics, were capable of valid and lawful political activity. Did
Wadding’s circle possess a political category, and political theories, in this sense?
There is no doubt that members of Wadding’s circle sometimes described human life in just the
same way as those they called Thomists. For example, John Punch, writing in the massive textbook
of Scotist theology that he published in Paris in 1652, and which seems very likely to have been
informed by his earlier teaching in Rome, carefully explained that dominium or lordship had a twofold sense: one being dominium in the sense of jurisdiction, ‘the power of governing subjects’, the
other being dominium in the sense of property, ‘the power which one has of disposing of a thing on
one’s own part’.13 Then in the tract ‘On justice and right’ that Punch added to the end of this
textbook, Punch asked whether 'Infidels, sinners, children before the use of reason, and the insane,
might be capable of dominium?'14 He responded that it was certainly the case that dominium both
of property and of jurisdiction, both civil and ecclesiastical, could be held without the virtues of faith
and charity, and that this had been defined at the Council of Constance (1414-18) against John
Wyclif.15 The English heresiarch had argued in his De civili dominio of 1376-8 that civil dominion or
lordship was confined to those who were predestined to eternal life; and no obedience was owed to
those sinners in a state of mortal sin who were predestined to hell. He wrote: ‘No one has natural
lordship for the time when he sins mortally’.16 For Wyclif certainly, there was no politics as it was
known either in the classical world, or in the liberal, post-Enlightenment one. This was the doctrine,
summed up as ‘Nobody is a civil lord or a prelate or a bishop while he is in mortal sin’, that the
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Council of Constance condemned on 4 May 1415.17 Punch may have known the detailed refutation
of Wyclif by Thomas Netter, Doctrinale Fidei Ecclesiae Catholicae contra Wiclevistas et Hussitas,
printed at Venice in 1571; more likely the Irishman simply borrowed from Robert Bellarmine’s
Controversiae, first printed at Ingolstadt between 1586 and 1589.18
Bellarmine wrote against Wyclif that it was easy to prove that there was principatum, sovereignty or
empire, even in the wicked.19 Bellarmine pointed to several proofs from authorities: biblical texts
which indicated that the power even of evil kings had come from God, the decision of the Council of
Constance, and St Augustine’s argument in the City of God that God had given empire even to the
pagan emperors of Rome, to both the most agreeable and the most cruel. But Bellarmine also
offered a proof from reason:
For the foundation of lordship is not grace but nature; for man because made in the image
of God, is next gifted with mind and reason, therefore lords it over inferior things, as can be
deduced from the first chapter of Genesis: but nature remains in unbelievers, although they
lack grace, and therefore they possess true lordship. Additionally, since grace and justice are
entirely hidden and no-one knows of himself or of another whether he might be truly just, if
grace were the title of lordship, it would follow that no lordship could be certain. From
which would be born unbelievable confusion and disturbance among humans. Nor do the
arguments of those who ground lordship in grace conclude otherwise.20
Bellarmine returned to these problems when treating the conditions necessary for just war shortly
after. A just war required legitimate authority, a just cause, good intention and a compatible
method. The first thing Bellarmine mentioned with regard to just cause was that sin in general
(including things like heresy) could never provide just cause for the declaration of war: such a
declaration could only be grounded in the warding off of an injury:
The reason for this is because the prince is not a judge unless of humans subject to him,
therefore he cannot punish any sins whatsoever of other people, but only that which falls to
the detriment of the people subject to him; for even if he is not the ordained judge of the
other people, he is nevertheless defender of his own people, and for reason of this necessity
he is made in a certain way judge of those who do his own people an injury, so that he can
thus punish them by the sword.21
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There could thus be no grounds for the secular prince to declare war on heretics not his subjects,
unless they had done him or his subjects some kind of direct injury. For Bellarmine, punitive action
against heretical princes was thus something to be left to the pope, and his indirect deposing power.
Although the pope had no purely temporal power, Bellarmine wrote, he nevertheless had, with a
view to the highest spiritual good, ‘the power of disposing of the temporal things of all Christians.’22
Bellarmine added that:
It is not lawful for Christians to tolerate an unbelieving or heretical king, if this king strives to
draw his subjects into his heresy or unbelief; and to judge whether the king is drawing his
subjects towards heresy pertains to the pope, to whom is entrusted the care of religion.
Therefore the pope is to judge whether the king must be deposed or not deposed.23
For Bellarmine then, there could be no just rebellion or no just war against Protestant monarchs, for
sole reason of their Protestantism, without the pope’s judgement.
In his textbook of 1652, Punch endorsed several of the positions that were fundamental to
Bellarmine and to Jesuit political thought more generally. Insisting that non-Christians and heretics
did indeed possess true dominium, he wrote:
This position is proved further from that, which Christ himself says in Matthew 23, that to
Caesar must be given that which is Caesar's, although Caesar was an infidel, and
consequently without faith and charity. There is also this reason: because otherwise the
commonwealth would be badly provided for, since it would be uncertain, who possessed
faith and charity; and since, if as often as a lord were to sin mortally, it would be just for a
subject to disobey him, it would disturb commonwealths beyond measure.24
Thus far, Punch was happy to endorse Bellarmine’s conclusions and the conclusions of Jesuit political
thought in general. Both Punch and Bellermine seem to have believed that dominium or lordship
was independent of grace or God’s love, and that unbelievers could possess real lordship that
Christians were generally obliged to respect. This means that both Bellarmine and Punch saw a real
political category in which humans might legitimately act, separate to a degree from God’s direct
command. To this extent, Punch's Scotism was just the same as Bellarmine's Thomism.
Nevertheless, the manner in which Punch’s natural category functioned was rather different to that
of Bellarmine. Thomists typically established the content of the natural law by considering the ends
or purposes for which God had created humans: he had created them to preserve their own lives,
and so there was a natural law against murder and suicide; he had created them to preserve their
species, which meant that marriage belonged to the natural law; he had created them to live
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24
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fas esset subditis non obedire, nimium perturbaret Respublicas’ Punch, Integer Theologiae Cursus, p. 741.
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together in political society and worship God, which founded the state in natural law.25 Bellarmine
expressed this slightly less technically, saying that there were three grades of natural precepts, the
first of which was impressed in the hearts of humans so that by the light of reason alone some things
were judged just by all, such as the good is to be desired, the evil shunned, life is to be conserved by
food and drink, offspring are to be propagated and educated to conserve the human race, God is to
be worshipped, and that one should not do to another what one would not want done to oneself.
The second level of natural law was simply deduced from the first and was summarised in the Ten
Commandments, or Decalogue. Since God is to be worshipped, it follows that idols must not be
worshipped; since one should not do to another what one would not have done to oneself, it follows
that one should not kill or steal, and so on. The third level of natural law was deduced from the first
precepts in a way that was not purely necessary and not completely evident, and was labelled the
ius gentium or right of peoples.26 Elsewhere, and in an authentically Thomist way, Bellermine
mentioned that when humans perceived the natural law they were participating in God’s eternal
law, an expression of God’s own natural essence.27
Accounts of natural law such as these, which spoke of humans pursuing natural ends impressed in
them by God, or which located the natural law in natural reason, seemed to Scotus to rob humans of
their freedom, so that they were no more than slaves to these things imposed on them by God,
which in turn meant that could not justly be punished for their sins.28 Punch advanced this
definition: ‘Natural law consists in the compatibility or incompatibility which certain actions have to
natural reason independently of the positive law of God or of his creatures’.29 Punch did not make
natural law effectively the same thing as natural reason, as Bellermine had, but neither did he
reduce natural law to God’s command, as those he labelled ‘Nominalists’ (which would have
included theologians like William of Ockham) had done.30 Bellarmine’s natural law theory was
focused on the purposes for which God had created humanity, hence his concern in the first level of
natural law with food, drink, and the upbringing of children. Punch attended more to the fact that
the one thing humans could be sure of was that God must not be dishonoured, which was true on
the basis of what all humans knew about God, and could not be revoked even by God himself. This
was the heart of natural law. Other commands of the natural law, such as the prohibition on the
killing of the innocent, the prohibition of adultery, and so on could be, and indeed had in the past
been revoked by God. Thus, Punch’s natural law was not interlocked with this-worldly human
purposes as Bellarmine’s had been.
Scotist natural law, and the natural law theory that Punch advanced in his textbook, was less
capacious and wide-ranging than that of the Thomists, and Scotus’s view of marriage provides a
good example of this. Thomas Aquinas had argued that marriage belonged to the natural law,
whereas Scotus argued that it belonged to the natural law only in the secondary sense. And Scotus
thought that in the case of slaves, the natural law of marriage was weaker than the slave’s natural
obligation to give everyone what they deserved – in this case the obligation to give his or her master
25
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his or her labour. And Scotus did not believe, in any case, that the conservation of the human
species really required every human to procreate.31 This meant that, by contrast with the Thomists,
Scotus could see nothing strictly unjust about the separation and selling off of slave families; he used
the example of sending a husband to Africa and a wife to France.
Punch adhered to the general Scotist line on marriage. Like Scotus, Punch insisted that marriage
belonged to the natural law only in the second, lesser sense. When treating the nature of marriage
in his textbook, he wrote ‘Marriage, as it is a contract, very much conforms to the law of nature, but
it is not of the law of nature strictly speaking, thus namely, so that by the law of nature anyone, from
the whole community of humans, would be bound to enter into marriage.’32 Punch wrote that it
conformed to the law of nature, because as an insoluble contract it was conducive to the increase of
the human race, the good education of children, and the avoidance of many inconveniences, which
would arise if the contract were soluble. But it was not part of the natural law on the basis of the
terms themselves (the criterion for strict sense natural law), nor could it be deduced from those
evident principles on the basis of the terms, for although it might be a command of the law of nature
that humans should multiply themselves for the preservation of the human species and their mutual
advantage, and even though entering into a contract might make procreation and the upbringing of
children easier, this did not imply an obligation to an insoluble contract, because all the advantages
of marriage to the human race, to the individuals and to the commonwealth might be fulfilled
through a contract limited to a certain number of years.33 As marriage was not rationally necessary
in the same way that honouring God was necessary, it belonged to a lesser category of natural law.
Punch turned to slave marriages later in his 1652 textbook. He wrote that slaves had the power
(potestas) to get married, even though their masters might be unwilling. But he disagreed with the
Jesuit theologian Cardinal Juan de Lugo that this was because marriage was one of the ‘goods of the
body’ guaranteed by natural law.34 Punch pointed out that one could be deprived of the power to
marry just as one could lawfully be deprived of one’s liberty. But Punch admitted reluctantly that it
was a common judgement that the lord who forbade his slaves to marry sinned, at least (he
mentioned in passing) with regard to Christian slaves. Punch also asked whether a master might sell
his slave a long distance away from his wife. Punch first wrote that it would be against charity or love
to do this. Then he ran through a series of practical examples which ran parallel to cases that De
Lugo had treated. If the slave had been married before he had been captured in a just war, then
then master might lawfully sell him away as a general part of his punishment. Likewise if the slave
had sold himself into slavery. But if his wife had not consented to this sale, then it would inflict an
injustice on the wife to sell her husband away. The slave who sold himself into slavery with the
consent of his wife might be sold away, because such circumstances were to be expected. The slave
who got married with his master’s consent might not be sold away, because then it might be
supposed that the master had renounced his rights. Finally Punch argued that he who sold himself
into slavery so that he might be sold in turn where the master wished, who married without warning
his master, might still be sold on by the master. These examples illustrate that, for Punch, marriage
was considered just one kind of contract among many, and often less important than the master’s
31
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property right.35 Nevertheless, on this question of the rights of slaves with regard to marriage, the
Scotist natural law theory to which Punch adhered did not make his final positions on slavery really
very different from that of a Jesuit like Cardinal de Lugo.
Scotist natural law also informed Punch’s position on the forced evangelisation of Jewish children,
and on this point Jesuits and Scotists did stand opposed. Scotus had argued that it was wrong to
imagine that the natural rights of parents in their children precluded the baptism of Jewish children.
This natural right, according to Scotus, meant that it would be wrong for private individuals to
baptise the children; but, he continued, as the purpose of the prince was to reconcile clashing rights,
so the Christian prince should recognise that God’s right in the children was greater than the
parents’ natural right. Therefore the prince should confiscate and baptise the children. Scotus added
the yet more alarming suggestion that the parents might as well be baptised by force at the same
time, and that if it were thought necessary for some Jews to be preserved so that the prophecy of St
Paul might be fulfilled and a remnant of Jews might be saved at the end of the world, then a small
population of these people could be maintained on an island somewhere.36
Punch endorsed Scotus unambiguously:
The children of infidels subject to Christian princes, whether as citizens or as slaves, can be
baptised without the parents' consent; when it seems reasonable that an equivalent harm
will not proceed from this action. This is the opinion of the Subtle Doctor, book four
question nine, against St Thomas and the more recent theologians generally.37
Punch confirmed his argument with a reference to 1 Maccabees 2, in which the Jewish leader
Mattahias commanded that children captured in war be circumcised, which was the figure of
baptism under the Old Law. But Punch devoted more time to analogies from the prince’s obligations
in civil affairs to his obligations in religious affairs. Just as the prince, wrote Punch, was obliged to
use force on those negligent parents to provide for their children, and could go so far as separating
parents from children in order to protect them, so all the more the prince should look to procuring
for the children’s a spiritual good, as necessary as baptism, stepping in so that the parents do not kill
their children spiritually by absence of baptism and by bad upbringing in unbelief. The prince, Punch
went on, could invade all sorts of natural rights to prevent subjects abusing those rights, as when
someone expended family resources to the detriment of the wider family. Punch concluded:
Parents impeding the baptism of their children abuse their right that they have in their
children, which right does not extend to such great detriment to the children, but rather
tends towards their good; and although those parents might think that impeding the
baptism of those children might be for the good of the children, out of the ignorance of their
unbelief; nevertheless the Prince knows that it falls to their great detriment: therefore he
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can force them, lest, impeding the baptism, they should abuse their right in their children to
their notable detriment.38
As he developed his position, Punch went on to argue that it was by the law of nature that parents
were obliged to secure the baptism of their children, dismissing as totally inadequate Thomist
distinctions between nature and grace.
Punch’s compressed but thorough defence of holy war was also totally different to anything
advanced by the Jesuits or Thomists. The relevant arguments were contained in a disputation
dealing with the vices opposed to the virtue of Charity. The disputation was divided into questions,
and the questions into conclusions. The second question in this disputation asked whether war was
licit, and on account of what cause. Five conclusions argued that war was indeed licit, even among
Christians, that the cause of going to war must be proportional to the harm to would be created by
the war, that rebellion was a sufficient cause of waging war (and here Punch endorsed the pope’s
indirect deposing power), that it was licit to use war to force unbelievers to undergo evangelisation,
and that war against one’s own king was lawful especially when he made laws against the true
religion (and here Punch explained that this justified wars fought by Irish Catholics against the kings
of England). The third question asked who might declare war, and three conclusions determined that
even parts of commonwealths (rather than whole commonwealths) could defend themselves by war
if required. Question four dealt with the quality of knowledge of just cause that was required before
going to war, question five defended the slaughter of those civilians who were associated with those
who had undertaken an unjust war (the massacres of Protestants in Ireland seem to have been in
Punch’s mind), and question six defended the role of military chaplains serving with Catholic
troops.39
Punch’s conclusion on forced evangelisation very much recalled the techniques that he had probably
seen applied to the Jews of Rome: ‘it is lawful by war, when other means do not avail, to force
unbelievers and much more heretics to such a condition, that they should not impede the preaching,
and instruction, by which they might be converted to the faith, and also to force them to gather to
hear that instruction.’ The Roman Ghetto, a twenty-minute walk from St Isidore’s College, had been
established in 1555 and attendance at Christian sermons was compulsory for its residents from
1584.40 Punch justified the invasion of the natural rights of unbelieving princes in just the same way
that he had justified the invasion of Jewish parents:
Because by the command to love our neighbour we ought to procure the good necessary to
him for eternal life, and bring to this task whatever licit necessary means; but the good of
faith is necessary to salvation, and in this case war is the necessary and indeed licit means;
for if war were licit for procuring goods of much less importance, how much more is it licit to
procure a greater good.41
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Punch then immediately applied this to Ireland, arguing that the education of children of the
Catholic nobility in Protestant households was the same as killing them spiritually, a propect that
demanded even violent pre-emptive action.42 Punch’s fifth conclusion was that subjects had a most
just cause of undertaking war against their own king when he made laws which harmed the
commonwealth, and this was true on the basis of natural law. The commonwealth could not grant
the king the right to harm it even if it had wanted to. Thus, wrote Punch:
It is obvious from this that, since the most unjust penal laws had been spread by the
heretical kings of England against Catholics in their dominions on account of the exercise of
the Catholic faith and since those laws fall to the great temporal prejudice of those
Catholics, when they cannot counteract that harm by any other means, Catholics can
provide for themselves by war, when there is a well-founded hope, that without more grave
or equivalent harms, they might do so; and they may do this on account of merely temporal
harm; but much more on account of that harm conjoined with the spiritual.43
No other Stuart subject, including the most radical of Protestants, produced a theory of holy war as
thorough and elaborate as that advanced by John Punch.
It is possible to suggest the month in which Punch first began to teach these doctrines in St Isidore’s.
In the course of laying out his theory of holy war in his textbook of 1652, Punch often referred his
reader to his commentaries for details; so immediately after making his first statement on the
validity of a war fought for evangelisation he wrote ‘I have cited the authors for and against this
conclusion in my previous Commentary’.44 Punch did not mean the commentary he had contributed
to the 1639 edition of Scotus (which did not contain such material); he meant the then unpublished
commentaries on Scotus probably first composed as lectures for the students of St Isidore’s. These
were only finally printed in 1661, the year of Punch’s death, and they did indeed contain the same
arguments on religious war as the textbook, but in a more thoroughly developed form. And in these
1661 commentaries, Punch referred to the war in Ireland, ‘happily undertaken now about a year
ago’, which, since the war in Ireland began in October 1641, indicates that Punch first delivered this
material in lectures in October 1642.45
But it would be wrong to presume that everyone in the College of St Isidore agreed with Punch on
this framing of the Irish war. On 25 March 1642, Luke Wadding wrote to Hugh Burke (also Bourke or
De Burgo) OFM, who was then resident in Flanders and heavily engaged in the organisation of
military aid for the Irish Catholic cause; in November 1642 the Confederate Catholics would formally
appoint Burke their representative to Emperor Ferdinand III and other Catholic authorities in
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northern Europe.46 Wadding wrote, as he often did to Irish friends, in Spanish, occasionally flecked
with Italian. The main purpose of the letter was to tell Burke that the Irish could not hope for much
help from Rome, and to urge him to get all the aid he could, especially artillery, from King Philip IV of
Spain. Wadding added a gentle warning to Burke that Cornelius Jansen’s doctrines were not being
received in Rome with the approval that Burke might have expected, and also mentioned that John
Punch’s philosophy textbooks were currently being printed. But, as previously indicated by Mooney,
the letter’s purpose was to impress upon Burke that further aid from Rome was not only
impracticable, but positively undesirable:
It would not be appropriate that the pope should declare himself because by acting on his
own account, he would make it a war purely of religion, and the Protestants who are now
allied to the Catholics would forsake them and remain deaf to their burden, and it will
render the king and queen shipwrecked, without the influence and favour that one might
expect even over the Protestants in favour of this side against the Puritans. Well, you
already know Father how hateful even the shadow or name of the pope is to any sect of
heretics, and so in the time of the Geraldines and the earls of Tyrone and Tyrconnell, Pope
Gregory XIII, Clement VIII, and Paul V helped them by means of the arms of the Catholic
princes, especially those of Spain, in order to make the business less hateful and the process
of assistance easier.47
When Wadding wrote ‘se declare’, he probably meant declare himself merely by providing aid, but
may also have had in mind the provision of papal indulgences for Catholic soldiers, which would
have made the Irish war far more like a traditional crusade. Wadding did not address the question
here of whether all religious wars were right or wrong – though he does seem to have thought that
papal endorsement was, at least in the British and Irish context, the most important mark of holy
war. But his statement on the identification of the Irish war as one of religion could hardly have been
more clear, or more practical. As Wadding saw it, denying the true dominium of Protestants over
their property and authority was not advantageous.
The significance of Luke Wadding to the politics of the mid-seventeenth century Irish Catholic
Church, and consequently to the politics of the Catholic Confederation, has been established by
scholars who have made the history of that Church their specialism. But to isolate discussion of Irish
politics in St Isidore’s during the 1640s not only from the politics of global Catholicism (as
emphasised recently by Clare Carroll) but also from the more basic political questions debated in the
college, would be a grave error. Members of Wadding’s circle like John Punch did advance what we
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should recognise as political theories; theories that are nevertheless rather different to those
generally included within the canon of the history of political thought. The Scotists set out from
different fundamental problems, developing their distinctive political theory from questions about
God’s ability to abrogate the natural law, questions about the family lives of slaves, and questions
about the rights of Jews. Moreover, it would certainly have seemed to a Thomist like Bellarmine that
Punch’s endorsement of wars fought for the sake of religion brought the political category itself into
question. These problems, which mattered very much to the remarkably talented circle assembled
around Wadding in Rome, cannot be understood in an Irish national context alone: they must be
analysed in relation to the wider field of seventeenth-century Catholic intellectual culture.
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